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Chapter 2 

 

The facts on the furious: 

A brief review of the psychology of  

trait anger 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This chapter is based on: Veenstra, L., Bushman, B. J., & Koole, S. L. (2017). Current 

Opinion in Psychology, doi:10.1016/j.copsyc.2017.03.014
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Abstract 

 

Some people are more prone to aggression than others. These individual differences are 

associated with trait anger, a personality dimension that relates to the frequency, 

intensity, and duration with which people experience angry feelings. Trait anger is an 

important antecedent of state anger and aggression. People with high trait anger tend to 

perceive situations as hostile and are less capable of controlling their hostile thoughts 

and feelings. Moreover, people with high trait anger display heightened approach 

motivation in threatening situations. This reactive approach motivation may be countered 

by avoidance states, which may reduce anger among high trait-anger people. Insights 

into the underlying processes of trait anger may be used to combat human aggression.  
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Introduction 

 

Human aggression is any behavior directed toward another person that is carried out 

with the immediate intent to cause harm (Anderson & Bushman, 2002). Aggression is 

inherent in human nature. War and bloodshed have been pervasive throughout history 

(Pinker, 2011) and virtually everyone has hurt someone physically or psychologically, or 

at least felt like doing so. Nevertheless, some people have more aggressive inclinations 

than others. These individual differences are associated with trait anger, or the 

frequency, duration, and intensity with which people become angry (Deffenbacher, 1992; 

Owen, 2011; Wilkowski & Robinson, 2008). In this article, we briefly review recent 

advances in the psychology of trait anger. We begin by characterizing trait anger as a 

personality disposition and its role in people’s emotional lives. Next, we discuss research 

on the underlying cognitive and motivational mechanisms of trait anger. Finally, we 

consider how the resulting insights may be used to combat aggression in everyday life. 

 

Trait Anger as a Personality Disposition 

 

Individual differences in how easily people become angry have been observed at least 

since ancient Greeks (around 400 BCE), who noted that people with a choleric 

temperament are aggressive, ego-centric, quickly aroused, restless, and impulsive 

(Merenda, 1987; Stelmack & Stalikas, 1991). These descriptions have striking 

resemblance with modern conceptions of trait anger. Scientific research on trait anger 

started during the 1950s, when psychologists first became interested in individual 

differences in anger (Spielberger, 2006; Wilkowski & Robinson, 2010). Building on this 

early work, Charles Spielberger and his associates introduced their influential state-trait 

personality theory of anger in the 1980s (Spielberger, Charles, Jacobs, Russell, & Crane, 

1983; Spielberger & Reheiser, 2009). In this theoretical conception, state anger is an 

acute emotional-physiological reaction that ranges from mild irritation to intense fury and 

rage. Trait anger, by contrast, is a personality dimension that reflects the person’s 

chronic tendency to experience the emotion of state anger with greater frequency, 

intensity, and duration. Conceptualizing trait anger as an individual-difference variable 

implies that, across a variety of situations, people high on trait anger will become angry 

more often, more intensely, and for longer periods of time than people low on trait anger. 

To measure trait anger, Spielberger and associates developed the trait anger 

scale of the State-Trait-Anger Inventory (STAXI) (Spielberger, t al., 1983; Spielberger & 

Reheiser, 2009) in which people rate how they generally feel on brief, face-valid items 

such as “I feel infuriated when I do a good job and get a poor evaluation” or “When I get 

frustrated, I feel like hitting someone”. Similar self-report measures have been developed 

by other researchers (Buss & Perry, 1992; Caprara et al., 1985). Although the various 

scales differ in some respects, they probably measure the same underlying construct 

(Martin, Watson, & Wan, 2000). We therefore refer to all relevant individual difference 

measures as simply ‘trait anger’. For ease of presentation, we often discuss trait anger 

by referring to people on opposite ends of the trait anger continuum (e.g., ‘people high 
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versus low in trait anger’). However, this is a simplification, so it should be kept in mind 

that people actually vary in trait anger in a continuous, graded manner. 

 Trait anger consistently predicts state anger and aggressive behavior in 

everyday life. For instance, people high (rather than low) on trait anger report feeling 

more anger while driving, along with more aggressive driving behavior, and they are 

involved in more driving accidents (Deffenbacher, Stephens, & Sullman, 2016). Likewise, 

employees high (rather than low) on trait anger report experiencing angry feelings more 

often at the workplace (Booth, Ireland, Mann, Eslea, & Holyoak, 2016). Finally, a meta 

analytic review of 85 studies showed that men high on trait anger are more likely to 

physically abuse their female partners than men low on trait anger (Stith, Smith, Penn, 

Ward, & Tritt, 2004). Thus, people high on trait anger may even direct their anger and 

aggression towards their loved ones. 

In the aforementioned studies, people were asked to think back about their daily 

lives, which may introduce memory bias. This problem is alleviated when researchers 

use experience sampling, a methodology in which people record their responses while 

they are immersed in their daily activities, often using mobile technology such as cell 

phones (Armey, Schatten, Haradhvala, & Miller, 2016; Sherman, Rauthmann, Brown, 

Serfass, & Jones, 2015). One such study asked 165 American university employees to 

report their anger every 25–30 minutes over two days, separated by a period of 6 

months (Edmondson et al., 2013). Trait like stability between everyday responses of 

anger on numerous occasions and a variety of contexts was very high, such that 

reported anger for one day related highly with reported anger several months later. 

These individual differences were associated with trait anger, though the strength of this 

relationship was modest. More work is needed to develop individual differences 

measures of trait anger that go beyond self-report, for instance, by using implicit 

measures such as increased attention towards aggressive cues (Wilkowski, Robinson, & 

Troop-Gordon, 2010), or physiological measures (Suls, 2013).  

 

Trait Anger as a Cognitive Disposition 

 

Researchers have conducted laboratory studies of trait anger, which offer more control 

over the kinds of circumstances to which people are exposed, and allow researchers to 

examine causal mechanisms. For instance, one innovative study examined drivers with 

varying levels of trait anger during a driving simulation (Herrero-Fernandez, 2016). 

Consistent with field observations (Deffenbacher et al., 2016), high trait-anger drivers 

drove faster, had more accidents, higher arousal, and scored higher in state anger 

compared with low trait-anger drivers. Other laboratory studies have shown that 

imagining anger-provoking situations leads people with high (rather than low) trait anger 

to display greater increases in cardiovascular arousal, and feelings of anger, but no 

greater increases in other emotions such as fear or joy (Deffenbacher, Oetting, Lynch, & 

Morris, 1996; Quinn, Rollock, & Vrana, 2014). 

To explain the behavioral and emotional effects of trait anger, many researchers 

have suggested that trait anger is related to systematic biases in processing information 

(Anderson & Bushman, 2002; Berkowitz, 1993; Crick & Dodge, 1994; Wilkowski & 
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Robinson, 2008). Indeed, several studies have shown that high trait anger is associated 

with selective attention to hostile social cues such as aggressive action words (e.g., kick, 

assault, punch) (Wilkowski et al., 2010), autobiographical memories of the self as an 

angry person (Hung & Bryant, 2016), rumination about anger-provoking experiences 

(Takebe, Takahashi, & Sato, 2016), and the tendency to interpret the behavior of others 

in a hostile manner (Wenzel & Lystad, 2005). For example, people with high (rather than 

low) trait anger tend to explain ambiguous situations with derogatory descriptions such 

as “the person in the story isn’t smart enough, was feeling angry, and will storm out of 

the room” (Wenzel & Lystad, 2005).  

Trait anger is further associated with impaired mobilization of effortful control, 

especially in anger-relevant situations (Wilkowski & Robinson, 2010). For instance, 

compared with people with low trait anger, people with high trait anger tend to make 

more errors when they have to inhibit their response while viewing angry faces, but not 

while viewing happy faces (Denny & Siemer, 2012). The idea that effortful control is 

important to anger regulation meshes well with the broader emotion regulation literature, 

which suggests that effortful control is vital for gaining mastery over one’s emotional life 

(Ochsner, Silvers, & Buhle, 2012). Lapses in effortful control may disrupt the ability of 

high trait anger people to reappraise the situation in less hostile terms, to distract 

themselves from hostile contextual cues, and to suppress aggressive impulses once 

these are triggered.  

 

Trait Anger as a Motivational Disposition 

 

Over the past decades, the biological foundations of trait anger have become 

increasingly clear. Behavior-genetic analyses indicate that anger displays during 

childhood are moderately to highly heritable (Clifford, Lemery-Chalfant, & Goldsmith, 

2015; Vassos, Collier, & Fazel, 2014). The specific genes that regulate anger and 

aggression have remained elusive (Vassos et al., 2014). Still, there is ample evidence 

that individual differences in anger are at least partly biologically based. The 

jneurophysiological system that is most implicated in trait anger is the approach system 

(Carver & Harmon-Jones, 2009). This motivational system provides the impulse to go 

toward (Harmon-Jones, Harmon-Jones, & Price, 2013). The approach system competes 

with the avoidance system, which provides the motivational impulse to go away. Both the 

approach system and the avoidance system belong to a deep biological heritage, which 

presides in rudimentary form in all life forms that have had to fight or flee for their survival 

(Stevenson & Rillich, 2012).  

Several lines of research have found that high trait anger is associated with self-

reported, neurological, and physiological indicators of approach motivation. In self-report 

measures, for instance, higher levels of trait anger have been found to be associated 

with increased reward sensitivity, an indicator of the approach system (Harmon-Jones, 

2003). On a neurological level, higher trait anger is associated with more activation in the 

left anterior cortex (Eddie Harmon-Jones, 2007), which is involved in approach behavior 

(Tops, Quirin, Boksom, & Koole, 2017). Finally, on a physiological level, higher levels of 

trait anger are associated with approach-related neuro-endocrine responses such as 
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increases in testosterone (Yildirim & Derksen, 2012), and increased cardiovascular 

activity in response to challenges and stress, which may contribute to high blood 

pressure and cardiovascular disease (Suls, 2013). 

If approach motivation drives the behavioral effects of trait anger, then trait anger 

should be linked to increases in approach motivation in anger-relevant situations. 

Several studies have indeed observed this pattern of reactive approach motivation 

among people with high trait anger. For instance, painful noise blasts lead people with 

high (rather than) low trait anger to more strongly favor maximizing rewards at the 

expense of minimizing threats (Robinson, Boyd, & Persich, 2016). Likewise, people with 

high (rather than) low trait anger respond with greater approach-related neural 

activations to pictures related to anger, but not to pictures related to fear or disgust 

(Eddie Harmon-Jones, 2007). Finally, people with high (rather than) low trait anger are 

faster to make approach (rather than) avoidance movements, but only when responding 

to angry faces with a direct eye gaze, not when responding to smiling faces or angry 

faces with an averted eye gaze, which are not overtly threatening (Veenstra, Schneider, 

Bushman, & Koole, 2016). These and related findings suggest that the link between trait 

anger and approach motivation becomes potentiated in socially threatening situations. 

If reactive increases in approach motivation lead people high in trait anger to 

become angry and aggressive, then lowering approach motivation – for instance by 

activating avoidance tendencies – may down-regulate state anger and aggression 

among people with high trait anger. Indeed, some recent studies showed that avoidance 

cues such as leaning back (instead of leaning forward) or pushing away (instead of 

pulling toward) can down-regulate anger and aggression among people with high trait 

anger (Veenstra et al., unpublished results, Chapter 4). These findings confirm that 

reactive approach motivation plays a causal role in the heightened anger and aggression 

that is displayed by high trait anger people. 

 

Conclusions and Outlook 

 

In recent years, scientists have made considerable advances in unraveling the 

psychology of trait anger. A visual summary of the major research findings on trait anger 

is provided by Figure 1. Self-report measures of trait anger predict situational angry 

feelings and aggression in both everyday life and well-controlled laboratory studies. Trait 

anger has been linked to cognitive biases, such as reduced capacity for effortful control, 

which lead high trait anger people to quickly perceive their surroundings as hostile. 

Finally, high trait anger is linked to increased approach motivation, especially in 

threatening situations.  

So far, the cognitive and motivational processes associated with trait anger have 

been investigated independently. However, the distinction between motivation and 

cognition is somewhat artificial, given that motivation and cognition are known to interact 

continuously (Braver et al., 2016). Such motivation-cognition interactions are likely to be 

important in trait anger. Indeed, ground-breaking studies have shown that anger-related 

approach motivation leads to perceptional and conceptual narrowing of attention (Gable, 
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Poole, & Harmon-Jones, 2015). More research along these lines will be needed to 

unravel the interplay of motivation and cognition in trait anger. 

Insights into the basic processes that underlie trait anger may be utilized to 

improve the effectiveness of anger management interventions. Problems with anger 

management are common in many psychological disorders (Fernandez & Johnson, 

2015; Owen, 2011). Traditional cognitive interventions such as cognitive behavior 

therapy (CBT) can be effective (Deffenbacher, 2011; DiGiuseppe & Tafrate, 2006). 

However, people with anger issues often show low treatment readiness, along with 

alarmingly high drop-out rates during interventions (Howells & Day, 2003). It thus seems 

important to consider alternative interventions. For instance, there is preliminary 

evidence that training avoidance tendencies towards threatening situations may improve 

anger management among people with high trait anger (Koole & Veenstra, 2015, 

Chapter 8; Veenstra, Schneider, & Koole, unpublished results, Chapter 6).  

We opened this article with the rather pessimistic observation that aggression is 

inherent to human nature. This is not to say, however, that aggression is inevitable. 

Historical records indicate that aggressive behavior has steadily decreased over the 

millennia (Pinker, 2011). Efforts to further reduce human aggression may capitalize on 

the growing scientific insights regarding individual differences in trait anger. As the 

cognitive and motivational mechanisms of trait anger become increasingly understood, 

practitioners will become better equipped to develop more targeted interventions. This 

may help angry people who would otherwise resort to aggression to maintain more 

peaceful relations with others. 

 

 

Figure 1 (next page). The top level represents individual differences in trait anger. The 

second level depicts the basic cognitive and motivational processes that are associated 

with trait anger. The third level shows the emotional outcomes related to high trait anger. 

Finally, the lowest level illustrates the social and clinical problems related to high trait 

anger.  
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